Universal Safety Lifter™
For “Energite” Sand Barrels

Pays for Itself in a Single Move!

Never before has it been this easy... never before could a single person move or lift “Energite” sand barrels from sand pile to truck and from truck to job site with such complete ease. The Universal Safety Lifter™ from Transpo makes it routine for any able-bodied individual with a lightweight, truck-mounted boom crane, bucket truck, forklift, or whatever else is available, to do the job quickly and without extra effort. Equally important, the Universal Safety Lifter™ helps move expensive barrels, safely and without damage.

Features and Advantages

It is most effective for uses requiring the moving or lifting of a number of barrels from one location to another. Now, you can avoid the time and trouble of shoveling sand, refilling empty barrels and transporting them.

It eliminates the often troublesome, wasteful chore associated with placing sand barrels on pallets for transport by forklifts. With the Universal Safety Lifter, you also avoid the danger of a vehicle vaulting over the pallets. The operator merely positions a spreader bar, places the hooks under the barrel, secures a positioning cable and lifts.